It is a simple generalization of a one-dimensional result of J. J. Levin.
It is a correction to another such note and gives a counterexample to that note.
In [l] Kemp discusses the integro-differential equation (1) x'(r\> = -V ait-w)gixiw))dw J u where x maps [0, <*>) into Rn, g maps R" into R" and a maps [0, °°) into n by n matrices over R. Take the following as basic assumptions: (1) satisfies
provided that a(t) / fl(0).
However the system below is a counterexample to that theorem. 
Kemp's result is an attempt at generalizing a one-dimensional theorem of J. J. Levin which is in [2] . In the one-dimensional argument the following result is important (Lemma 2 in [2]).
Lemma II. // (b) is satisfied and if a(t) / a(0) then either -a (t), a"(t) > 0 for 0 < t < oo or there exists a t > 0 such that -fl '(t), a"(t) > 0 for 0 < t < tQ and a(t) = a(t A = a(oe) > 0 for tQ<t<°°.
Levin uses this lemma to show that there is an S > 0 such that a"(t) > 0 for 0 < t < S. The lemma, however, does not hold for the 72-dimensional case.
To generalize Levin's theorem we may use Lemma III.
Lemma III. // (b) is satisfied and if there is no nonzero x € Rn such that x a(t)x = x a(0)x for all t, 0 < t < oo, then there exists an S > 0 such that a (t) is positive definite for 0 < t < S.
With Lemma III all of Levin's arguments may be put through, with a little extra work, to give Theorem IV.
Theorem IV. // (a) fl72fl" (b) hold and u(t) is any solution of (1), then u(t) satisfies (2) provided that there is no nonzero x £ R" such that x a(t)x = xTa(0)x for all t, 0 < t < oo.
Proof of Lemma III. The function x a(t)x, x 4 0, satisfies the lemma of Levin. Therefore for any x e Rn, x / 0, there exists t(x) such that x a"(t)x > 0 for 0 < t < t(x). Note that a"(t) is positive definite if and only if for all x 6 Rn, \x\ = 1, xTa"(t)x > 0. Now if ?2 is sufficiently big such that n > N and 0 < t < T, we have two
